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ABBREVIATIONS 

Pula 

tinited Stat.es Dollars 

l'.nited Nations Development Programme 

United ~tions Industrial Oe\telopment Organisation 

lilited ~ations Industrial Development Fund 

Computerised Oescripti\·e Sewing Data 

International Standards Organisation 

British Standards Institute 

Just In Time 

Olief Technical Adviser 

- 1be latest version of the Lome :\greement. laying down the 

rules for trading between African. Caribbean and Pacific states 

and the European Economic Community 

Republic of South Africa 

Botsv.-ana Enterprise Oe\"elopment linit 

CL'RRENCY R~TES 

~iously the currency rates have \-aried over the period of th~ project. The following list will 

give some indication. 

1. November 1988 USU • Pl.95 

2. Fet>ruan; 1989 ~l • Pl.90 

3. March 1989 USSl • Pl.98 

4. September 1989 USSl • P2.0S 

5. March 1990 USSl • Pl.87 

6. July 1990 USSl • Pl.83 

" 
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I l!\'TROOUCTION 

This Terminal Report has been prepared broaJly in line with the guidelines contained in the CTA 

~l. 

~- documentary outputs have been produced during the life of the project and these have recorded 

the mission to mission progress of the \\'Orie carried out by the four experts_ 

Two Project Performance Evaluation Reports have been produced 'll'hich again have tabulated the 

progress_ 

This report will therefore attempt to dicuss, in a concise manner. the current state of the project. 

and the outcomes of the \r"arious acthities v.'hich have been described in ot~ reports. 

Observations. findings and reconnendations are olfered as discussion points at the Tenn:nal Review 

Meeting and for c.:>nsideration for future action. 

A Project Backgromd 

In his letter of 14 August 1986 to l'i'cl>P Gaborone. the Director of Supply succinctly stated the 

reasons for seeking aid. Briefly. these '1-ere: 

to reduce economic dependence on neighbouring states, in particular. RSA. 

to promote local industry. 

to stimulate the spirit of self reliance and self sufficiency. 

to generate and enhance emplO)'llleftt opportunities in Botswana. 

to develop a\·ailable skill. 

to guide the producers and train them in technological disciplines. 

to de\'elop management skill. 

Little had been done in the areas identified by the Director, although two surveys of the textile 

and garment industries had been carried out just prior to his request for assistance. 

8 Official Arrangements 

-~ already indicated. aid was requested in August 1986 by the Director of Supply. A preliminary 

mission. designated UC ... 801'•86'296, v.-as sent by UNlOO to Botswana from 31 March - 8 April 198"'.'. 

During this mission. visits were made to factories and government departments • and a project proposal 

was f onnulated. This proposal was subsequently submitted to donors to UNIDF to obtain funding. 

Eventually. in the second half of 1988, funding for the project was pro\'ided by the Sv:i~ Go\'ernment. 
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The project became operational in September 1988. even though the funds had not been transferred 

at that time. It was necessary to start the project in order not to iose the FeUOQo"Ship opport\.Wlities 

at the start of the Academic Year in the united Kingdom. 

The original sheduled start date had been December 1987 for completion by December 1989. Because 

of the later start. the completion date is now September 1990. 

C Contributions 

The UNIOO input to the project was l;.:)$537.000 and the Government inputs have been in kind: 

the recruitment of staff and all employment costs 

office accomodation and facilities 

provision of transport 

provision of local training a-"here necessary 

some equipment 

Originally. the Department of Supply had exPreSSed a willingness to supply accomodation for use 

or the team of experts. This proved to be virtually impossible at the time. due to an acute shortage 

of housin& and a very long list of more worthy applicants. 

D Objectives 

The objectives of the project. .,1lich are discussed in more detail in COOpter ii OBJECTIVES, ~ere 

aimed at improving the garment industry of Botswana to a point where· it could cater for the growing 

demand for clothing. and assist the deve!opment plans of the government to encourage more indigenous 

entrepreneurs. 

It was not considered necessar}. to change the objectives in any way during the project. In the 

opinion of the project management, the immediate objective has certainly been achieved. Obvi~h·. 

the development objective will take longer than the duration of the project to achieve significant 

results. but already. there are sign.-; that improvements in the capability of the industry to meet 

the local demc.nd for belter qualitl• clothing, are taking place. 

E Training 

The majority of the project has been concerned with the training of the Clothing Unit staff and 

developing them to train reprPSentati\;es from industry. .-\ number of Fellowships were also arranged 
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and these and a list of training courses are contained in Annex 1. 

F Recommendations 

Several recommendations are made in Chapfer \'1. In ~er. these are:-

L The Department of S\c)ply should consider concentrating the bulk of the Pl-oduction of government 

clothing into a smaller nUl!lber of efficient production units instead of spreading the \ltork 

amongst the large number of inefficient suppliers. 

2. As an alternative to I. the Department of Supply should consider phasing smaller orders to 

coincide 11.-ith the off-season for the production of school Lllifonns by smaller entrepreneurs. 

3. The Department of Supply needs to gi\"e some attention to the care and storage of fabrics. 

In additior .• the ordering system. the quantities held in stock and the disposal of non-moving 

ite:ns should be reviewed m a a.aatter of urgency. 

4 & :5. L"NDP and UNIDO should consider providing an extension to the project in order ro consolidate 

11"hat has taken place so far; to provide additional Sl4JPOrt to allOIL" the Clothing Unit to be 

di\tided between Gaborone and francistown. and to attempt to change the industry over to 

a system of work measurement based on standard minute values. ~ith a view to improving 

some of the factories further towards a futlre export potential. 

6. The government of Botswana should investigate the possibilities of encO\n&ing the growth 

of a Botswana-based textile industry to supply the growing demands of the garment industry. 

substitute imports, and create a lot of new jobs • 
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II 08.JECTI\ "ES Of nlE PROJECT 

In the Project DoC\nent, the objectives are stated in the follov:ing manner: 

The development objective of the project is to improve the Botswana garment industry's 

ability to meet local demand for garment;i. This is in keeping with the countrY's ~ational 

Development Plan 1985 - 91 which emphasises the importance of de..-eloping the manufact\ring 

sectoc. 

The prnject objecti\'e (immediate objective) is to strengthen the Department of Supply 

of the Ministry of Finance and D~\relopment Plaming in its role of promoting, coordinating 

and supporting technically, the manufacture of garments by local, indigenous entrepreneurs 

for the various Government agencies. 

Because the government, being the largest purchaser and consumer of clothing in Bot!Wana, this 

provided the best vehicle for the process of developing technical skills v.ithin an embrionic industry, 

through the medi\an of government contracts. It •11S perceived that if government contracts were 

awarded to small entrepn~neurs, and technical assistance given in the execution of the contracts. 

then the training benefits gained could be applied to all v.·ork undertaken by the entrepreneur, 

~hether for the government or for private consumption. 

Thus the ultimate (or development) objective was created. v.1lich was to improve the capability of 

the local garment industry to produce good quality garments, on time, and at a reasonable (value 

for money) price, not only for the government, but for local consumption in general. 

The Project Docunent provides for only a single output to achieve the objecti\·es. 1bis is: 

A Clothing Unit within the Department of Supply with a trained staff of 8, capable of: 

identifying the exact clothing requirements of the various Government agencies; 

identifying the items that could be manufactw-ed by the local garment industry; 

determining the fabric requiremen~s for these items; 

SOI.rein& and procuring the requisite material and coordinating its conversion into garments; 

providing technical assistance to the manufacturing units executing the orders; 

providing technical assitance to the manufacturing units executing them by ruming ccx.nes 

in:-

Garment Production Management 

Pattern Cutting, Grading and Styling 

Quality Control lnd Inspection 

Production Planning and Control 

' 



and short seminars on:-

1.m.' cost \l"Orit. ai~ 

Improvement in methods 

• The acti\"ities considered necessan· to achieve the output consisted of several missions ~ four 

experts. to categorise the assista •• ~ required. gi\-e training to staff and industry by means of a 

\'-ariety or i!ldustry related training ccuses or w."Ol'kstlops. coach staff. produce recommendations 

for change$.:action locally, n arrange external training roc selected counterpart staff. 

The detail of the \'aliOUS activities and expert missions have been recorded in the indi\idual e~t's 

mmion reports. 

, 
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III AOIIEVD1E.l\'T Of mE OBJECTIVES 

The Clothing Cnit has been created and functions according to the the items listed in Olapter II. 

plus a fev; extra capabilities which have been de\reloped during the project. 

The staff cz now:-

l. Prepare accurate and detailed Specifications for garments. ba';ed on client depar tnaent 

requirements. These specifications are used as the basis for the checlcing of manufactured 

goods. 

2. Draft and o-ade patterm for sample garments. These can ..,.,. be supplied to industry 

and so eliminate variation in garments manufactured. 

3. Run training courses for participants from industn in:-

a. Quali~ Control 

b. Improving Productivity 

c. Supen;isor Training 

d. Pattern Drafting and Grading (Basic) 

e. Production Plaming 

f. Basic Sewing Machine Maintenance. 

4. Follow up into the factories suppl\·ing government clothing and check:-

a. The quality of the garments before they are delivered. 

b. The quaatities being produced. 

c. The day to day delivery status of each manufactw-er. so that to enm-e tinaeb· 

completion of a major contract, •'Ork can be distributed to factories capable 

of dealing with it. 

d. The suitability of the equipment in use, and arrange foe- the adjustment or 

repair of machines as necessan·. 

5. Operate a Textile Testing Laboratory and:-

a. Carry out relevant tests on fabric samples submitted by potential suppliers. 

b. Submit recommendations (supported ••here necessary with quantified test results) 

to the Tender Board and Purchasing Department. regarding the suitability 

and \·alue-f\,r-m~· of each sample. ' 

c. Test samples from each delivery of fabric to ensure that the correct materials 

are being supplied. • 

d. Test gannents for shrinkage of either fabric or sewing thread. 
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6. :\s.sist factories ~ canying out advisory '"Ork especially on the analysis of machine 

operations. This is done by video recording the operation. analysing the IDO\'ellleflts. 

eliminating d1lleCessao' acti\ities·~ :novements. a then feeding the anal~-ses 

through the Computerised Descriptive Selling Data system (CDSO). This then produces 

a print out •ith Standard Mirute \1llues. ttus providing a basis for Productivity lmpro\'ement. 

Incentive Payment schemes. Costings. bnpro\-ed Methods. Factory l..a)-outs. introduction 

of nev; equipment or wori< aids etc. These latter items are at present outside the scope 

and the capability of the staff of the Clothing Unit. but the information provided by 

CDSO analysis allov;s Facto·.y Management to consider these changes. 

In addition the work of sourcing the materials is carried out by members of the Unit staff. Dlling 

the period of the project. it was realised that the perceived problems of proarement 'oere diminishing 

and the Assistant Director or Supply (Clothing). Miss C. Mv.-asi had already created an adequate 

system. therefore little expert time could be spent on this subject and more on the more technical 

aspects of fabric testing. 

It is ~ible that the objective could have been achieved bf carrying out training. in isolation. 

only w.ith the appointed Unit staff. The project however has approached the achievement of the 

objective in a more practical way ~- training not only the staff. but also represe11tatives from 

the industry tl'.rough a series of ccuses. 

In the early part of the project. courses were nm by the experts. and staff were included as trainees. 

Later, staff acted as counterpatS and were given specific areas of each cOtrSe to present. More 

recently counterparts have run courses with very little supervision from the experts, and nov.· plan 

and nm courses lll3ided. 

Some difficulties were experienced in the early stages or the project because of the 109.' runbers 

of counterparts. but this was resolved by the beginning of 1990. 

To date. some 32 training COtrSes and workshops have been run, in Gaborone and F :-ancistown, 

invoMng approximately 152 CO\l'Se days and approximately 1,175 student days. Considering that 

the training courses were only started in July 1989. the fi&Wes above serve to illustrate what 

has been achieved in only a little over twelve months . 
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I\" liillISATION Of TIIE ~OJECT RESU.'IS 

Prior to the commencement of the project, the garment industry hanfb· oa."aTanted such a title. 

Basicall)· it v.-as a \"en· fragmented cottqe industry of small dress-making units. emploYing only 

se\-en or eight emploYees each. Some larger \llits were starting to emerge, but with the same low 

technical capability as the smaller establist'.ments. The only recognisable system of training .. -as 

being operated by the BEDU of the Ministry of Comrilerce and Industry. This appeared to be ha\ing 

little success. Some 'handicraft experts' had been provided by various aid prognaaes, to oa.'Ork 

•ith the Brigades in some villages; again the results were generally quite poor. 

The De!>artment of Suppl).·. coaaitted to the Government policy of de\"elopi.ng indigenous entrepreneurs, 

was obliged to accept the products of a very inefficient production system in which there seems 

to have been a total lack of quality coosciousness compomded by lack of technical ability. Uniform 

pwchased from the 'industl)·' were badly made. and in mam-- cases 1.11usable. 

The benefits of this project to the Department of Supply, not to mention the client departments. 

are starting to accumulate. Orders placea wi~ factories are subject to detailed specifications. 

Quality checks are carried out by I.Slit staff in the factories before delivery and any reject items 

are reprocessed, ~ ensuring that unlike in the past. items received into the Department of Supply 

warehouses are garments fit to be worn. 

Some of the more progressive (Usualb· the larger) factories nov-· deliver on time and are geared 

to long runs on particular garments. Some factories now have the capability of producing garments 

to lSO·BSI quality standards reasonably efficiently. 

The smaller factories will take longer to develop and will never reach the saa.e level of efficiency 

as the larger wits because of the constraints of size - equipment, labour force and premises. 

The latter is one item that is frequently not understood by the entrepreneurs. If the premises 

are not large enough to provide:-

- storage for incoming materials 

- space to allow for cutting in bulk - thus saving fabric 

- storage of completed products 

then ef ficienci.· will never be achieved. 

However. some improvements in the technical skill of some of the small entrepreneurs can now be 

detected, and because of the monitoring n<M' being carried out by the Clothing Unit staff. the garments 

produced are acceptable. 

, 
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Thus. industn· is beginning to emerge v:ith skills that were not present when the project v.-as being 

formulated. 

\\bat the project has achieved to date can only be described as a begiming. but the utilisation 

that can now be seen is very encour-.ging. and providing that the Clothing Unit staff maintain the 

~ upon the industry to continue to supplr garments to the standards laid down. and continue 

to gi\·e the training and support necessary. then further improvements in the industry are inevitable. 
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\" FINDINGS 

Some difficulties have been experienced. and will probably continue. mainly due to the attitude 

of the entrepreneurs. They tend to believe that irrespecti\il? of capability and capacity. tt~· have 

a right to be awarded go\·emment contracts to provide them with a living, and if contracts are 

not n-anled when the entrepreneurs require them. they frequently approach senior government officials 

to complain that they are being denied their rights. When the contracts have been av.'8rded. the 

execution - to provide good quality clothing to the standards set by the Department of Supply. 

and deliver the required number of items on time. has frequently failed to meet standards. Wastage 

of government materials because of inefficiencies has been commonplace, and has caused considerable 

difficulties foc the staff of the Clothing Unit. 

The checking procedures that have been installed are disliked by the smaller manufactUP-rS. because. 

for the first time they are exPeCted to produce quality goods, which of course is seen as being 

more difficult than the production of sub-standard items. In certain instances, remarks have been 

passed which are tantamount to verbal abuse of the staff of the t;nit. Fortunately. the staff ail 

have sufficient strength of character not to be cowed by such behaviour. However. if support 

is gi•;en to the complaining entrepreneurs ~ any government official. then it will seriously undermine 

the efforts of the staff of the Clothing Unit to improve the standard of the industry. 

Whilst these smaller manufacnrers have undoubtedly benefitted from the technical assistance provided 

by the Clothing Unit and the UNIDO exPt!f(s, the scale of any improvement will inevitably be reflected 

by the size of the factory - small factory, small improvement. 

, 

,. 

• 
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\1RE~TI~ 

It ma~· be timely to consider a slight shift in policy. to concentrate the bulk or the production 

or government clothing into a small. but efficient number of the larger production mits. 

The smaller- factories could then be sub-contracted and some of the responsibility for de\l!lopment 

shifted to the industry itself. v.-ith the Clothing Unit still providing technical assistance and 

training. 

If small factories acted as sub-contractors. then the problem of cutting could be overcome 

by the large factories cutting all the fabric (efficiently). and delivering cut 11.'0rk to the 

small sub-contractor to make up_ The main contractor &"OUld also be responsible for asswing 

the quality from the sub-contractor. &1lilst still being subject to the quality checks from 

the Department of Suppl~-. 

This change v;ould in no wa>· lffect the development objective. and in fact .,- accelerate 

progress by gi\ing the l~t staff fw.w comranies to deal •ith directly. so allov.ing more 

time to carry out development and traifling. 

2. :\n alternative course of action. to overcome some of the problems of dealing with smaller 

manufacturers. would be to complete a more detailed analysis of the requirements of the client 

departments. say over a twelve month cycle. and also an analysis of stock replacement levels. 

in an attempt to determine if some or the smaller orders could be phased into the second 

half of the year. Solle of the mamd'acnrers appear to be quite busy in the first half of 

the year making school uniforms. and complain that b>" June. they are in need of government 

orders to keep them in business. 

Certainly it has been noted on a few occassions that government orders placed with some 

of the small factories in the first half of the year are slot.' to be compl~ted. Possibly there 

is a conflict between the need to produce school uniforms on time. and the need to produce 

a government contract for the Department of Supply. •ruch has Wltil recently. been fairly 

tolerant about late deliveries. 

3. The storagf~ and care of fabrics needs some attention. and it is recoaaended that a person 

is identified to be in overall charge of the fabric warehouse. and to receive special training 

in the storage of textiles. 

In addition. the quantities of fabric held in stock should be reviewed as a matter of some 

urgency. and the principles of Just In Time (JIT) ordering should be considered. JJT in its 

pure form would be quite difficult to operate because of the need to import. sometimes from 

very distant locations. all cloth for consumption by the Department of Supply. However. 

reasonable lead - times on orders, and more accurate assessments of requirements should help 

to reduce the amolllt of fabric held in stock. •1lich. when checked by the CTA on 2~ Jub 

l99U. was in excess of 292,&96 linear metres. ~ reduction in stock held would have the effect 
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of reducing the amount of finance tied up in the v.111"ehouse. as well as increasing the amot.11t 

of space 3\"aiiable in the v.crehouse. v.ilich v;ould iq>rove fabric storage and handling. 

Some fabrics held do not appear to IDO\~ at all. PoSSiblv because of overordering in the past. 

and then the client department changing the fabric specifications. These fabrics should be 

disposed of as quickly as possible in the most •11ntageous manner. The main purpose would 

be t\l further reduce stock and clear even more valuable v.-arehouse space. 

If. at some time in the future. textile manufacturing becomes firmly established in Bot~-ana. 

then JIT ordering could be implemented. 

4. More v.'Ork is required •ith the linit and the industry, to try to introduce a moce effective 

method of measuring \\"Orie. At the present time. factories which operate ~ sYStem at all. 

tend to use a piecl' rate system of providing performance standards, i.e. so many pieces per 

hour or per day. The method oi arriving at the piece rate is inevitably a crude estimation. 

and so. productivity levels remain low: costing is inac&rate. and realistic incentives difficult 

to apply. Because this prevails. all parties lose; the go,;emment because it is frequently 

buying clothing at too high a price: the manufacturer-3, because they are inefficient. ha\'e 

small. and in some cases. 11egative mar&ins: and the labour force. because they are denied 

the opportunity to earn more by appbin& more effort. 

The introduction of Standard Minutes as a method of measwing work would go a long way 

towards overcoming the problem. The Clothing Unit already has the CDSD softwse. and could 

easily provide reasonably acarate \11lues oo which to base costings. The ....Oacnnrs could 

calculate their production capabilities and cost accordingly. and the workers could be given 

the opportunity to earn more than a basic wage. 

5. Because the Clothing Unit e,;entually will be divided between Gaborone and Francistovm. more 

work with the counterparts. to consolidate what has ~ been assimilated. is felt to be 

necessary. 

At the moment. the staff earn· out the work for which they have been trained with competence 

and enthusiasm. but total confidence is still to be attained. If a problem has arisen. there 

has always been at least one exPert on site to •'hom the staff could tum. 

With the di~ision of the Unit and the necessary introduction of more new staff. a weakening 

of the capabilities and a reduction in confidence would be the inevitable result. 

The Director of Supply has indicated his desire to keep some outside support for his staff 

ootil the)· are totally confident in their work. 

If these reasons and those in 4 above are put together. then an extension phase for the project 

should be c~idered. 
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This extension v.'OUld allow the staff the time to acquire confidence. and also all09i the ex.-ierts 

to address the next series or problems thrown up ~- the activities so fac. and take at least 

some of the manufacturing industry fon.-ard to a le\--el of efficiency ·~- they can not 

only produce for the Department or Supply and the local market. but seriously consider e:q>arts 

to [lr()pe. This may not be quite so simple. because even under" Lome I\". it is necessan· 

to pro\·e country of origin for the materials and have a certain percentage of \"alue added • 

If a textile industry could be de\ieloped in Botw;-ana. not only would support for the gannent 

industry. by being able to supply materials. be beneficial. but the considerable increase in 

job opportunitieswould help to overaae some of the problems of unemployment. 
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UST OF FELl.011SHIPS . .\:\'D TRAINl1'4G COURSES 

Fellow.'Ships 

l. Diploma in c:othing Technology 

2. Diploma in Clothing Technology 

3. B TEOf (HN) Certificate in Clothing Manufacturing 

4. Textile Testing 

S. Sewing Ma.."iline ~taintenance 

6. Sev.ing ~ine ~taintenance 

Training COlr.ieS established in Botswana 

Quality Control 

Improving Productivity 

Supen·isor Training 

Pattern ~ting and Grading 

Production Planning 

Sewing Machine Maintenance (Basic) 

10 months 

10 months 

10 months 

3 months 

3 months 

3 months 

2 days 

1 day 

2 days 

14 days 

2 days 

J dai;s 

In addition, special courses for Clothing t:nit staff only. were held in:-

Computerised Descriptive Sewing Data 

Fabric Testing 

14 days 

t\·1 days 

.. 

Ms.BJallow 

Ms.f .Molobi 

;\1s.G.Dichabeng 

Ms.LTselametse 

Mr.D.Garesego 

Mr .~.Maruping 
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